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METERING IN INDIA
Mission

Over the past couple of years, revamping the metering infrastructure with the adoption of smart meters has been one of the key focus areas of distribution utilities. Smart meters can

improve the operational and financial performance of discoms by automatically generating bills, preventing delayed payments through the remote disconnections feature, and reducing

aggregate technical and commercial losses, among other things.

Smart meters made it possible for discoms to achieve around 95 per cent billing efficiency during the lockdown, besides increasing monthly revenue per consumer by 15-20 per cent.

These benefits are compelling an increasing number of discoms to adopt smart metering technology.

So far, 2.26 million smart meters have been installed across the country under various government schemes and programmes, and deployments of around 6.90 million smart meters are

underway. State-wise, Uttar Pradesh and Haryana are currently leading in terms of deployments, with 1.14 million and 258,060 meters installed so far. 

EESL plans to replace 250 million conventional meters with smart meters under the Smart Meter National Programme. So far, 1.58 million smart meters have been installed under the

scheme by EESL and Intellismart Infrastructure (its joint venture with NIIF). 

Smart meter adoption is also being supported by other government schemes and programmes including the IPDS (244,222), the National Smart Grid Mission (8,980) and smart grid

pilots funded by the MoP (156,533).  

Budget 2021, which has announced the new reform-based scheme for the power distribution segment with an outlay of Rs 3 trillion for five years, is further expected to provide a push

to metering with assistance to discoms for infrastructure creation including prepaid smart metering.

Notably, smart prepaid metering is fast emerging as one of the preferred options for utilities. Bihar is the first state to use about 25,000 smart prepaid meters. On an average, consumers

are recharging their prepaid smart meters with a credit of Rs 20 daily, resulting in daily recharge revenues of Rs 500,000. The state is targeting to install 2.34 million smart prepaid meters.

To accelerate adoption, a joint venture for providing a common back-end infrastructure facility is also in the works, which will offer a plug-and-play architecture with standardised,

preconfigured, pre-integrated, scalable back-end infrastructure. The facility will be offered to discoms on a software- or solution-as-a-service basis, and only usage fees will be charged.

Given the large volumes of data to be generated, a key focus area for discoms is expected to be meter data management systems for consolidating and storing data from the meters and deriving

useful actionable inferences through meter data analytics. For this, next-generation technologies such as artificial intelligence, machine learning and internet of things could also be useful. 

A reliable and secure communication infrastructure is also imperative for the smooth operation of the smart metering infrastructure. Depending on their needs and requirements, the utilities

can choose from an available array of technologies including fibre optics, power line communication, radio frequency mesh, cellular network and narrowband internet of things. 

That said, in order to accelerate the adoption of smart meters, there is a need to address issues pertaining to interoperability, integration of the legacy billing system, and manpower

training. Besides, with the growing interconnectedness and access to granular power consumption data, maintaining data privacy and ensuring cybersecurity are paramount. 

The mmission oof tthe ttwo-dday vvirtual cconference iis tto hhighlight aand ddeliberate uupon 

- Progress under various government schemes (SMNP, IPDS, NSGM) - New and emerging technologies 

- Utility experience and plans - Future outlook and key focus areas

Previous Participants

Participating companies in our previous conference on “Metering in India” included:

A VV UUtility || AAccenture || AAdani ((MPSEZ) UUtilities || AAdvanced AAmorphous TTechnology LLLP || AAmplus EEnergy SSolutions || AAnalogics TTech IIndia || AAnchor EElectricals || AAnvil CCables || AAPSPDCL
| AARM || AAVVNL || BBERC || BBhaskar SSolar || BBrookings IIndia || BBSES YYamuna PPower || CCDOT || CCeinsys || CCentral PPower RResearch IInstitute || CCESC || CChemtrols || CCLSA IIndia || CCMS
Computers LLimited || CCSEP RResearch FFoundation || CCyan CConnode || CCyient || DDelhi TTransco || DDepartment oof TTelecommunications || DDHBVN || EEfftronics SSystems || EElara CCapital || EEnzen
Global || EERDA || EEssel UUilities || EEx CCESC || FFluentgrid || FFrontier EElectrocomponents aand SSystems || GGenus PPower IInfrastructures || GGERC || GGESCOM || GGETRI || GGIZ || GGUVNL || HHESCOM
| HHoneywell || IICA IIndia // AAPQI || IICICI VVenture FFunds MManagement CCompany || IIEEMA || IIndia PPower || IIndian EEnergy EExchange || IInfosys || IInternational CCopper AAssociation || IIskraemeco
| IItron || JJERC ((H2M) || JJVVNL || KKelin OOverseas || KKSEB || LL&T CConstruction || LL&T EElectrical aand AAutomation || LL&T PPT&D IIC || LLandis+Gyr || LLara GGlobal || LLarsen && TToubro || LLDRA
Technologies || LLucky IInvestment MManagers || MMahindra && MMahindra || MMESCOM || MMinistry oof CCommunications aand IIT || MMinistry oof PPower || MMotilal OOswal SSecurities || MMPPKVV || MMSEDCL
| MMTE || NNarnix TTechnolabs || NNEDO || NNortex MMarketing || NNTPC || PPanasonic LLife SSolutions IIndia || PPOSOCO || PPowertech CConsultants || PPrayas ((Energy GGroup) || PPSPCL || QQualcomm ||
Radius SSynergies IInternational || RRDSO || RReliance IInfrastructure || RRTI IInternational || SSaft BBatteries || SSai CComputers || SSchneider EElectric IIndia || SSecure MMeters || SSERC || SSupermax
Components || SSyratron TTechnologies || TTata PPower CCompany || TTata PPower DDDL || TTata PProjects || TTexas IInstruments || TThe BBEST UUndertaking || TTirumala SSeven HHills || TTorrent PPower ||
UGVCL || UUHBVN || UUJVN || UUP PPower CCorporation || UUPERC || VVoyants SSolutions || WWave IInfratech || WWBSEDCL || XXiamen HHongfa eelectroacoustic || XXylem || eetc.

The participating utilities in our previous conference on “Metering in India” included:
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AGENDA/STRUCTURE

Target Audience

Power ddistribution ccompanies ((public aand pprivate)

Other uutilities

Meter mmanufacturers

Research aand ddevelopment oorganisations

Technology pproviders

System iintegrators

Consultants

Financial iinstitutions

Government aagencies

Regulatory aagencies

Telecommunication pproviders

Solution pproviders, eetc.

KEY TTRENDS AAND OOUTLOOK
What are the key trends in the power distribution segment?

What have been the recent trends and developments with respect to

metering?

What are the new and emerging utility requirements post-COVID? What is

the outlook?

GOVERNMENT PPERSPECTIVE
What has been the progress on smart metering under various government

schemes?

What is the government’s vision for smart metering? What are the targets

for roll-out?

What are the key issues and challenges and how are these being addressed?

UTILITY VVIEWPOINT
What has been the discom experience with regard to metering so far?

What are the key considerations in the selection of the smart metering

technologies?

What are the future plans? What are the key focus areas? 

REGULATORS’ PPERSPECTIVE
What is the perspective of regulators on the roll-out of smart meters across

states?

What are the key issues and areas of concern for regulators?

What is the regulator’s outlook? What are the key focus areas?

METER MMANUFACTURERS’ OOUTLOOK
What are the technologies most suited for Indian utilities?

What is the level of industry preparedness for the large-scale roll-out of

smart meters? 

What are the key challenges faced by meter manufacturers?

UPDATE OON SSMNP
What is the current status of smart metering under the SMNP? What has

been the impact of COVID on deployments?

What has been experience so far? What are the key lessons learnt?

What are the future smart metering targets? What are the issues & challenges?

SMART PPREPAID MMETERING 
How has been the utility experience in the adoption of smart prepaid

meters?

What are the key issues and challenges?

What are the utility plans? What is the outlook?

NET MMETERING
What is the current status of net metering across states? How has been the

experience so far?

What are the key issues and challenges? 

What is the outlook?

SPOTLIGHT OON DDT MMETERING
What is the current status of DT metering?

What are the issues and challenges?

What is the outlook? What are the key focus areas?

METER DDATA MMANAGEMENT SSYSTEM 
What are the MDMS technologies most relevant for Indian utilities?

What are the key considerations in the selection of MDMS?

What are the key issues and challenges? 

METER DDATA AANALYTICS 
What are the key use cases of smart meter data analytics for utilities? 

What has been the trend in the uptake of meter data analytics by utilities? 

What are the issues and concerns? What is the outlook?

FOCUS OON CCOMMUNICATION TTECHNOLOGY
What are the meter communication technologies most relevant for Indian

utilities?

What are the key considerations in the selection of communication technology?

What are the issues and challenges being faced? 

CYBERSECURITY AAND DDATA PPRIVACY 
What are the cybersecurity threats and risks to the  metering infrastructure?

What is the way forward for better data privacy and cybersecurity?

What are the best practices?
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Organisers

The conference is being organised by IInnddiiaa IInnffrraassttrruuccttuurree PPuubblliisshhiinngg, the leading provider of information on the infrastructure sectors

through magazines, newsletters, reports and conferences. The company publishes Power Line, Indian Infrastructure and Smart Utilities

magazines. It also publishes Power News (a weekly newsletter), and a series of reports on the power sector, including Power Distribution

in India, Smart Cities in India 2020 and T&D Equipment Market Projections in India. It also publishes the Power Line Directory and

Yearbook.
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